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EVENTS
Alumni Meet
1st Alumni Meeting of Birla Open Minds Alumni Association
‘Like branches of a tree, our lives may grow in different directions, yet our ROOTS remain as one’
There are countless memories and happy moments of school days – be it the success stories, the fun with
friends or the love and affection of your teachers; staying in touch with the alma mater is a unique goodness feeling as one always feel proud of the education that they have received in their school.
Birla Open Minds International School always wish to be a part of the onward life of the students to celebrate their success stories. On this note, the 1st virtu-al Alumni Meet of Birla Open Minds was conducted
to welcome back the stu-dents.
The purpose of this Alumni Association was elucidated to the Alumni Members. The objective of this
Association is to foster a mutually benefic al relationship between the School and the Alumni Association.
The Association is expected to foster pride, loyalty, and a life-long connection with Birla Open Minds
Interna-tional School among alumni, students, parents and reaching out to the com-munity when needed.
The Office earers were briefed about their roles and re-sponsibilities.
Alumni form a special stakeholder for an Institute; their success and the school’s accomplishment will
complement each other and will take the school to achieve greater height.
Each one of them have grown in their own ways and we believe wherever they go, they would be holding
the TORCH high enough to be seen around the world.
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Independence Day
“The greatest glory of a free-born people is to transmit that freedom to their children.” – William Havard
A virtual special assembly was conducted to celebrate the festive spirit of patriotism. The teachers shared the
importance of celebrating Independence Day through different presentations, singing patriotic songs and
encouraged the students to participate in different activities. The students were dressed up as their favourite
freedom fi hters and enthusiastically spoke a few lines about them. The soulful rendition of patriotic songs
and heart-warming speeches by our senior school students evoked patriotic spirit amongst all our students
and teachers.
Indeed, this National Day is a day of joy, a day of pride and celebrate the selfle s love that our freedom fi hters have bestowed on us; our students pledged to work towards this dream, to take our country towards the
epitome of glory to celebrate this spirit of Freedom.

Virtual Investiture Ceremony
Birla Open Minds International School has always inspired the students and teachers by a happy, caring and
stimulating environment where they can recognize and achieve their fullest potential, so that they can make
their best contribution to society. The students are the torch – bearers of tomorrow. Therefore, nurturing
them and fostering in them a sense of self- respect, self-discipline, the capacity to enjoy life as independent,
self -motivated adults and the willingness to care for others are extremely pertinent.
The Chief Guest, Mr. Deepak Vishwas Rao, Retired Additional Deputy Commissioner State Intelligence
Department, Mumbai graced the virtual Investiture Ceremony. The Student Council Body were invested
onscreen and the special event has been witnessed by the entire school community - the students, parents,
teachers and managing committee members. The Oath was administered by the Principal, Ms. Syamali
Chowdhury while the Head Boy and Head Girl addressed on behalf of the Student Council Body to execute
their role and responsibility with utmost diligence.
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The solemn ceremony marked the delegation of responsibility to empower the student council members to
perform in true spirit at all times. The school entrusts faith and hope in the newly appointed school Student
Council.

Janmashtami Celebration
Sweeter than honey, tastier than curd, pleasanter indeed than any happiness and joy is the company, is the
power of the name Krishna.
Cultural education is an essential aspect of our curriculum. Keeping this in mind our young learners celebrated Janmashtami with passion
and zeal. Students enacted the love between Lord Krishna and mother Yashoda with great devotion and
enthusiasm. The friendship between Krishna and his friends was depicted by a beautiful songs and dance
presentations.
The students dressed in colourful, traditional attire as Krishna and Radha had spread the message of unity
and faith. The virtual Dahi Handi celebration was done with great pomp and joy.
The teachers inducted the students on values of lord Krishna, such as to be calm and composed during
life’s challenges, never give up what you love, value friendship and love, being humble and generous, don’t
look down on yourself, no job is small or big and being empathetic towards others.
The celebration highlighted the spirit of this world a better place by leading a blissful life like Lord Krishna,
spreading hope and glee.
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Rakshabandhan Celebration
Rakshabandhan is a celebration of the chaste bond- the pious sibling love of brothers and sisters.
The teachers prepared a beautiful presentation on Rakshabandhan to make the students understand how
and why do we celebrate this unique festival. Our young learners were also enlightened about the fact that
Rakhi is tied to our defence force, who spend their lives protecting us and our country. Our little hands were
engrossed in making cutesy rakhis for their brothers and the community workers who are tirelessly working
during this pandemic to protect us, spreading a sense of gratitude for their sincere love and care.

Hindi Diwas
हम सब का अभिमान है हिंदी,
भारत देश की शान है हिंदी।
14 सितम्बर 1949 को संविधान सभा ने एक मत से यह निर्णय लिया कि हिन्दी ही भारत की राजभाषा
होगी और तब से हिन्दी को हर क्षेत्र में बढ़ावा देने का श्रय लिया गया। उसी परंपरा को कायम रखते
हुए आज हमारे बिरला ओपन माइन्ड्स इंटरनेशनल स्कूल में प्राचार्य महोदया श्रीमति श्यामली चौधरी
के मार्गदर्शन में सभी छात्रों ने हिंदी दिवस का आयोजन किया।
कार्यक्रम की शुरूआत हिंदी गीत और हिंदी का महत्त्व बताते हुए भाषण से हुई। बाद में छात्र-छात्राओं
ने कविता मंच,शायरी और अभिनय कला में भाग लेकर अपने हुनर और कौशल का पूर्ण प्रमाण दिया।

Math-A-Ron
“Mathematics is the cradle of all creations, without which the world cannot move an inch”. -Anonymous
The Primary students of Birla Open Minds International School organized the 1st Virtual Mathematical
event “Math -a -Ron” to present hands-on activities and games to express their conceptual understanding on diverse mathematical skills. The present age requires skill-development and innovations. The more
mathematical we are in our approach, the more successful we will be. Mathematics offers rationality to our
thoughts. It is a tool in our hands to make our life simpler and easier.
Our young mathematicians welcomed parents with a brilliant introduction of the topics. They communicated clearly and demonstrated Math concepts with different types of activities and games confide tly. They
also engaged parents in different mathematical activities and games which were meticulously planned by the
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teachers. Our energetic and zealous parents participated wholeheartedly to encourage our confide t learners
who won the hearts by their marvellous presentation making the event a grand success.

OM - MUN
OM-MUN 2020 – Virtual Model United Nations
“There are those who look at the way things are, and ask why?
I dream of things that never were, and ask why not?”
-Robert F. Kennedy
Learning by doing is the best way to learn anything for life. We believe in giving a real time experience for
our students in all their learning initiatives. Open Minds Model United Nations was a great opportunity
for the students to participate in the proceedings and functioning of the United Nations Organization. Students of Grades 5 – 12 represented the various countries in 12 different Committees. OM-MUN believes
in imbibing global awareness among our students to share their perspectives, learning to resolve confli ts,
foster critical thinking, working in teams to come up with creative resolutions promoting human development, tolerance and peace.
The twelve committees namely UNSC, UNGA, UNEP, ECOFIN, UNESCO, SOCHUM, UNDP, WHO,
DISEC, NATO, UNHRC, UNMC were formed for this event with each committee headed by a Teacher
In-charge to monitor the sessions. During the committee meetings, various sessions like, debates, discussions, resolutions, voting, amendments, bloc discussions, brainstorming sessions, position paper submission, with delegates and the fi al conclusions were inferred to make this event interactive by the students’
complete involvement.
The Inaugural and Closing ceremony were aired live on School Facebook Page. The Report Presentation
was done by Secretary-General Satvika Paduri, Director-General Sanjana Gumma and announcement of
the award winners for the Best Delegate, High Accommodation, Special Mention A and Special Mention B
by the respective Committee Chairs.
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Teacher’s Day
To Teach is to Touch Lives Forever - Teachers Day Celebration
We all know that this year has been very special to all of us, with every new challenge that we faced, we
evolved with new learning. We have been brainstorming a lot in the past on skill development, art integration and collaboration of skills and knowledge, experiential learning and we were trying to mould ourselves
slowly but this pandemic has pushed us to desperately master these as our survival skills to attain professional
mastery. We have internalised the change with very high spirit and this is greatness of the team in true sense.
“Our heart is the miracle: Knowing who you are at your deepest core means tapping into an infin te reservoir
of power and courage, wisdom and love. And with these strengths we can live powerfully in this world”
We appreciate our dear little students performed with great enthusiasm, eagerness and responsibility demonstrating gratitude towards their teachers through poems, songs, dance presentation. We must say this is
highest level of motivation
The Managing Committee Members have made this day very special by thoughtful planning for the teachers celebrating “Growing to Greatness” as the Theme of this year’s celebration. Actually, we tend to think of
‘greatness’ as a very far-off id al but through our everyday choices we have the opportunity to demonstrate
the greatness that is hidden inside us”.
Teachers have presented their group performances creatively through songs, drama and dance, so gracefully
celebrating their accomplishment of newly acquired skills for driving the virtual school successfully.
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“Th s greatness starts with the desire; the desire to succeed, the desire to serve others, to keep on going no
matter what...” We have with us the most patient, caring and kind team of teachers, our invaluable asset of
Birla Open Minds International School. The School is blessed to have magnifice t talent to embrace the vision of the school and ensure to realise our dream of joyful learning.
Teachers were felicitated for their outstanding contributions in the previous academic year. The pride of
Awards like ‘Forever with Us’, ‘Running the Marathon’, ‘Perfect Attendance’, ‘High Flyer’, ‘Engagement Champions’ and ‘Academic Excellence Awards. The Leadership Team co-hosted the session and made their best to
acknowledge our dedicated workforce.

Bathukamma Celebration
The Greatness of A culture can be Found in its Festivals

-Siddarth Katragadda

Birla Open Minds International School virtually celebrated the famous traditional fl ral festival, Bathukamma through a plethora of cultural performances and pulsating music. The festival heralds the beauty
of nature, collective spirit of Telangana people, the indomitable spirit of womenfolk and also the ecological
spirit of the people in preserving the natural resources in a festive way.
Unlike the previous year where the favourite religious fl ral festival was celebrated in our school premises,
this year owing to the pandemic, the festival kicked off ith high octane energy and Covid free spirit by all
from the comfort of their homes and was attended by our students, parents and faculty members.
The celebration included making of Bathukamma by Ms. Sumalatha and Mr. Laxminarayana. It then
continued with the Shloka, praising and offering an earnest prayer to God sung by our Grade 11 student,
VVK Sree Lasya in her melodious voice. Folk dances performed by students painted a vibrant image, the
nine incarnations “Durga Ke Nav Roop” where students shared the importance of each day of Navratri.
The colourful costumes of the performers, powerful expressions and dramatic skills were spellbinding. The
graceful Garba and Rajasthani folk dance performances were truly captivating, setting the perfect mood
for Dussehra Vacation.
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Jan Andolan
JAN ANDOLAN COVID:19 APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR CAMPAIGN
Jan Andolan For COVID-19 Appropriate Behaviour Pledge is been taken by the students and teachers of
Birla Open Minds International School according to guidelines of CBSE in order to publicize the precautions
that has to be taken post lockdowns and also to understand the appropriate behaviour in the New Normal
life.
Wearing Mask, Physical Distancing, and Maintaining Hygiene are the key areas of message that has been
highlighted through this campaign. An awareness program has been observed by the entire the school community with the wonderful support of our dear parents, teachers and students.
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Theme Culmination
The wider the range of possibilities we offer children, the more intense will be their motivations and the
richer their experiences.
-Loris Mallaguzzi
Learning is not attained by chance; it must be sought for with ardour and attended to with due diligence.
We at Birla Open Minds International School fi mly believe in continuous involvement of the students.
Learning is a lifelong companion that helps the child to fi d fulfillment and satisfaction not by merely imparting knowledge, but instilling the love for learning and the passion to excel. After all, an enriching life is
more than just academic success!
The students of Pre-primary and Primary Grades made proud presentation of the themes and concepts
during Theme Culmination celebrating their joy of learning. Our exuberant learners demonstrated what
they have learned, showcased the application of the theoretical concepts in practice, processed that application and made generalizations. The activities performed by the students were based on the concepts learnt
in various subjects. The students participated with great enthusiasm and zeal and their parents cheered for
them heartily. It was an absolute pleasure to see our young learners present and explain the concepts learnt
with such fi esse. Parents enthusiastically participated in all the activities which were planned for the day.
It was amazing experience to watch the student of Birla Open Minds International School transform ideas
into actions with flamboyance. Theme Culmination was a perfect platform where creativity takes fli ht and
students were encouraged to constantly attain greater heights.
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WORKSHOPS
Fit India Movement
The fit India movement was launched by the Hon’ble Prime Minister on August 29th 2019 with a view to
make fitness and wellness a way of life.
The Webinar was attended by Ms. Jayashree Visvanathan, Teacher of Birla Open Minds International School.
The Key Note Speaker, Ms. Ekta Vishnoi, Sr. Mission Director, Fit India Mission and the Speaker, Mr. Tahsin
Zahid, Chief Operating Offic , SPEFL-SC, had emphasized on the health hazards of a sedentary lifestyle and
how we can overcome this with a 30 to 60 minutes of physical activity in our daily life. To take this movement forward, a Fit India Freedom run had been organized and as responsible citizens we need to motivate
maximum number of participants. The speaker concluded that a fit India leads to healthy India and a healthy
India is a productive India.

Telugu Webinars
Professional Development Session on Telugu
An Online Telugu Webinar was conducted by New Saraswathi House for Grade 1 to Grade 5 Teachers to induct interactive ways of teaching Telugu to students. The session was attended by Ms. Vijayalakshmi and Ms.
Sumalatha. The Resource Person, Dr. Ushabala guided the Teachers on different activities that the Teachers
can conduct for online classes and guided them on preparing the Worksheets and Assessment Sheets. It was a
good interactive session and great learning for teachers as it is challenging to teach Telugu to students whose
mother tongue is different.
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Minds Matter
VIRTUAL WORKSHOP - MINDS MATTER
The main focus area of the workshop was how to handle children of Grades 1 to 12, who are facing various psychosomatic disorders and mental health issues. The Key Host, Dr. Zirak Marker and Co-Hosts, Ms.
Aachal Jain, Ms. Avalanne Dsouza, Ms. Delnaz Delina, Ms Kruti Shah shared their inputs to the school
counsellors along with possible solutions through case studies to assimilate things better.
The workshop was attended by Ms. Anitha Kamal and Ms. Kausar Ladiwala.
The four quadrants, Positive Psychology, Positive Learning, Social Emotional Learning, Social Psychology
were inducted for integrating through the curriculum transaction and classroom interaction. It had been
discussed that Social emotional learning plays and important role on the thoughts, emotions and behaviour of growing children. The participants have been guided to manage emotions, maintaining a refl ctive journal.
The educators have been guided on importance Sex Education, Crisis Management and training students
on Cyber Bullying.

Parenting Workshop
Parenting Workshop - Win Win Parenting
Dr. Kannan Gireesh with his highly energetic and quick-witted manner, has set forth the session. He started with an affirmation that ‘crisis brings out the true character’. He advocates that this pandemic time is the
best time for parents to spend time with their children.
Parents are cautioned to be careful with their actions. Parents are warned to be conscious and cautious of
the language they use with their children. Children will quickly understand the language of fun and play,
words of praise, touch and pat and other similar activities. When you ask people to lie for you, you have
taught them to lie to you. They learn from what they see and what they hear and they follow our examples
and not our advice. He recommends that the parent should talk to them from their world and not from
our view of their world. Then the children will be ready to listen to the parent. Being empathetic and being
engaged with the children is the only key to gain their trust.
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Trust is the currency of the 21st Century. Children listen to people whom they trust.
He has urged the parents to have an open, non-judgmental, non- reactive, non - critical interaction with
their kids. He requested parents not to stigmatize the children. And he concluded saying that the child is
the parent’s biggest gift
The workshop was very engaging and interactive as the parents were asked to give the responses intermittently throughout the session.

INTER HOUSE COMPETITION
Eco friendly celebration of Festivals
Grades 1 & 2:
We Indians love to celebrate all our festivals but taking care of our environment is our responsibility. So,
taking a pledge for eco-friendly celebration of festivals had been organized to sensitize our young future citizens to be responsible; and they will also be able to inspire the people around them with their conviction of
thoughts and actions.
Students expressed their thoughts and made a ‘Pledge for My City’ to celebrate the festivals in a greener
way. Our young environment stewards took pledge for not bursting fi ecrackers, using eco-friendly items to
decorate and brighten our houses, saving buckets of water during Holi and not to immerse idols fl oding our
rivers and oceans with chemicals and toxins.
Grades 3 & 4:
We also know that during the festivals come environmental perils. There is a signifi ant increase in water, air
and noise pollution during our festivals. Our Environmental Activists were able to encourage and raise an
awareness to public through their visually appealing Posters for celebrating festivals in eco-friendly manner
as responsible global citizens.
Grades 5 – 7:
India is a vast, diverse, beautiful country with different languages, culture, customs, traditions and colourful
festivals. The festivals give a message of togetherness, love and harmony. The young brigade of India has a
vital role to play in taking our culture and tradition to high peaks. Celebrating the beautiful festivals keeping
in mind the need of the Mother Earth is of prime importance.
Our environment sensitive enthusiasts had put their creative hands and minds together to design a Book
Cover as empowered Global Citizens which were visually appealing to all book lovers.
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Grades 8 & 9:
India is a land of festivals that gives a message of togetherness, love and harmony. Each festival pertains to
different occasions, some welcome the seasons of the year, the harvest, the rains, or the full moon. Others
celebrate religious occasions, the birthdays of divine beings and saints, or the advent of the New Year. While
our young Indians has a vital role to play in taking our culture and tradition to high peaks, celebrating the
beautiful festivals thoughtfully taking care of our Mother Earth is a priority.
Poetry and illustrations are natural allies. Students put forth their creative strokes to present Poetry illustrations by digital art, watercolor, oil paint, chalk pastel, collage, photography, and so much more! The vibrant
Illustrations interpreted the theme, set the tone of the poem, and made the words come to life through their
imaginative ideas.
Grades 10 – 12:
We celebrate our glorious heritage, culture and traditions through our festivals, be it National, Religious
and Seasonal. They are meant to rejoice special moments and emotions in our lives with our loved ones and
strengthen our sense of community. We stand responsible to take a lead and inspire people around us to
think and act in the right way as the water, air and noise pollution during these celebrations is a menace.
The students created an awareness by their article for being thoughtful while celebrating festivals; their research driven mind equipped with mighty pen and word power created a ripple effect on Eco Friendly Celebration of Festivals among families and friends.
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Literacy and Multilingualism
Grades 1 & 2:
In today’s world, the word literacy means much more than being competent to read and write. Alberta
Education defi es literacy as the ability, confide ce and willingness to engage with language to acquire,
construct and communicate meaning in all aspects of daily living. As soon as we are born, we try to seek
meaning of the world around us and literacy helps us to make sense of our world. When we speak more
than one language, it opens a new world of possibilities. Multilingualism in India is a refl ction of our diverse cultures.
To encourage students to develop an interest to learn new languages, a Quiz Competition was conducted
for the students. It is a well-known fact that retrieval aids in better retention of knowledge as it gets embedded for use in the future and provides a fi m foundation for the next stage of learning.
Grades 3 & 4:
Language is the dress of our thought. It is our endeavour to encourage the students for developing a command of expressing their thought with great confide ce. An Impromptu Competition was conducted to
boost the linguistic skills of our learners and presenting their thought in an organized manner.
Grades 5 & 6:
We are living in an increasingly multilingual world and multilingualism is a social reality in India. Promotion of multilingual competence is widely accepted as one of the goals of Indian education.
It provides opportunities and advantages in learning and social interaction. The benefits of knowing more
than one language boosts memory, facilitate effici t processing of information and aids in developing a
wider perspective.
The Declamation Competition had been conducted on the topic:
The limits of my language mean limits of my world – Ludwig Wittgenstein
Our articulate students exhibited their presentation skills and art of speaking conveying their message with
clarity, emotion, and persuasiveness.
Grades 8 & 9:
“You don’t win a debate by suppressing discussions; you win it with a better argument”. Frank Sonnenberg
There is a close relationship between literacy and multilingualism. Being able to speak multiple languages,
has a great way to promote brain health. Literacy development happens in every aspect of daily life – while
interaction with other during a conversation, reading maps, advertisements, newspapers, recipes, manuals
and websites. We analyze and interpret vast amount of media information. We write poems, songs, reports,
blogs, and emails. Literacy opens the door to the world holding the hands of Multilingualism. It boosts our
cognitive skills that aids in multitasking, understanding the perspective of others and even resolving confli ts.
The students participated in a Debate Competition on the Topic, Multilingualism is obligatory in 21st Century.
The students displayed the unique art of debating of gracefully putting forth your views in a formal discussion. It gave an impetus to their self-confide ce, critical thinking skill and sharpened their communication
skill while they learnt to put forth their structured thoughts through persuasion.
Grades 10 – 12:
We need literacy for social and personality development as a means of identifi ation, understanding,
interpretation, creation, and communication in an increasingly digital, text-mediated, information-rich
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and fast-changing world. Embracing linguistic diversity in education and literacy development being the
prime focus to address the literacy challenges in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. To promote
inclusive and active learning in multilingual classrooms, multilingual approaches are required. By supporting oral language development, these multilingual interactions can have a positive impact on vocabulary
acquisition and literacy development.
Literacy is a way to enhance the lives of people all over the world. To create awareness of the same a Monologue Competition had been conducted to enhance communication skills, heightened linguistic recognition, skilled multitasking and stay attuned to the surroundings.
The panel of judges were impressed by the character development, voice modulation, props, movement and
facial expression displayed during their performance.
CAIE
Grade
Name of Student
5A
NEIL JAIN

House
AMBITION

Position
1st

5A

VASISHTA MASAM

DISCOVERY

2nd

5A

ANISH NUKALA

DISCOVERY

3rd

5B

ABHAY NAIR

DISCOVERY

1st

5B

SRIKAR CHITTA

DISCOVERY

2nd

5B

KANISHK SHRIVASTAVA

LEGACY

3rd

6A

SHLOKA KALSE

SPIRIT

1st

6A

ARNAZ BANAJI

AMBITION

2nd

6A

NIRANJAN PADHY

SPIRIT

3rd

6B

RIDHIMA MURALA

DISCOVERY

1st

6B

ISHVEER SINGH UBHI

SPIRIT

2nd

6B

ANGEL SONI

AMBITION

3rd

Links to Access the Activities submitted by the students:
Grade
Name of Student
Activity Link
https://drive.google.com/folde
5A
NEIL JAIN
5A
5A
5B
5B
5B
6A
6A
6A
6B
6B
6B

VASISHTA MASAM
ANISH NUKALA
ABHAY NAIR
SRIKAR CHITTA
KANISHK SHRIVASTAVA
SHLOKA KALSE
ARNAZ BANAJI
NIRANJAN PADHY
RIDHIMA MURALA
ISHVEER SINGH UBHI
ANGEL SONI

rview?id=1tnuO5QFFRYrliCJmHuvuPYBu
qEFyTFm

https://drive.google.com/folde
rview?id=1vyD4bukn8Lz2QD2SCBS6JXpdI
9lJu10
https://drive.google.com/folde
rview?id=1yQ2NO87cG4FNUtL4tV8Ic0U83
Qz7giC
https://drive.google.com/folde
rview?id=10KT4wRkxvFiomD7Dse6z7X2Ld
hkutWe

Position
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
nd

2

3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
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SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
International Literacy Day
SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON INTERNATIONAL LITERACY DAY
“The man who does not read has no advantage over the man who cannot read.”- Mark Twain
The International Literacy Day 2020 was celebrated by the students on Theme “Literacy Teaching and
Learning in the COVID-19 Crisis and Beyond”. The students actively participated in the Special Assembly
by sharing their thoughts in the form of Speech, Slogan, PPT, Poem, and penning down Articles.

Telangana Language Day
SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON TELANGANA TELUGU LANGUAGE DAY
“Birth is yours and Death is yours the rest of your life is for the Nation alone”- Kaloji
The students of Grades 1 – 4 have observed this very special day of Telangana, celebrating the birth anniversary of famous poet, renowned writer, freedom fi hter, political activist and Padma Vibhushan awardee
Sree Kaloji Narayana Rao as “Telangana Language Day”. The students participated in different language
activities with lot of enthusiasm.

UN Peace & Non Violence
“When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace.”

– Jimi Hendrix

The special assembly on UN Day for Peace and Non – Violence following this year’s theme “Shaping Peace
Together” which spread a strong message that no pandemic virus can take the peace if we all stand strong
together to fi ht it. The celebration for this day was decided together by all the countries of the United Nations to ignore the differences and stand together for the cause of Humans and Humanity.
To commemorate this important day the students have reiterated the importance of Global Peace though
their speech, article, portraits and highlighted how covid-19 has thrown our World into turmoil and reinforced that what happens in one part of the planet can impact people across the World. Students prayed for
a Peaceful World.
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SPARK SPEAK
Cyber Security
The economic and social benefits of digital technology have transformed the world, which witnessed global
economy growth, but this digital advancement has also led to vulnerable high risks through its malicious
use by both state and non-state bodies. These risks are affecting economies, societies and livelihoods, and
are threatening International Peace and Security.
The Resource Person, Mr. Mareddy Gade shared that Cyber security is the practice of protecting systems,
networks, and programs from digital attacks. These cyber attacks are usually aimed at accessing, changing,
or destroying sensitive information; extorting money from users or interrupting normal business processes.
Implementing effective cyber security measures is particularly challenging today because there are more
devices than people, and attackers are becoming more innovative to hack.
The Speaker further inducted the students on the importance of the following:
Strong passwords, Social Engineering, Defense in depth, Common security areas, Phishing, Whaling, Malware at Work and Mobile Device Security.
The speaker cited different examples and made the session very interactive to the students. He thoroughly
focused on the preventive measures for different types of cyber attacks.

World Heritage
“Preserve Cultural Heritage, it defi es the National Identity of a Country”
A Spark Speak session was organized on World Heritage Sites for the students of CBSE Grade 8 for a deeper
understanding on their Project. The Resources person, Mr. Husain Bharmal may be best described as a
new-age innovator. He passionately cares for the Environment and he conducts many eco-friendly projects. He briefed the students on the Importance of education, on how to preserve and conserve our culture,
heritage and customs which were beautifully correlated. The amount of time, skill and idea for building the
different monuments were envisaged and that each heritage site has a story to share. An insight about the
different heritage sites in countries like India, USA, Japan and Kazakhstan were the signifi ant discussion
points during his session.
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Spark Speak Session on Mathematical Anxiety
A Spark Speak session was conducted for students of CAIE Grade 7 and 8 on ‘Mathematical Anxiety’. The
Resource Person, Mr. Tarun Ayitam, who has taken his passion for Mathematics to new heights. A design thinking coach, a teacher trainer and a career coach, Mr. Tarun wears many hats with equal elan. The
session started with a story which in turn was put into mathematical expression. He has aptly brought out
the connection of mathematics and mind game in Sports. He guided the students to break down complex
problems and reduce it to a simple version and asked them to create their own story around it while looking for the solution. He has mentioned that the variable things are more in number than constants in this
universe. So, the variables are crucial in algebra than constants and explained algebraic expressions through
a story board. He urged the students to understand that Mathematics is not about the numbers and problem solving, it is a language to comprehend the logical fl w. The session has been interactive throughout
and the students have participated actively in it. He has recommended a book’ How to solve it?’ by George
Polya, a Hungarian Mathematician to students. His constant endeavour to make Mathematics interesting to
students and reduce anxiety in students is commendable.

Spark Speak Session on “Agricultural Innovations”
In December 2018, the United Nations (UN) General Assembly declared 2020 as the International Year of
Plant Health (IYPH). Th s year is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to raise global awareness on how protecting plant health can help to end hunger, reduce poverty, protect the environment, and boost economic
development. Keeping this objective in mind, the Spark Speak session was organized for the students of
CAIE Grades 5 & 6. The Resource Person, Dr. Sreelatha Edpuganti, Assistant Director at National Institute
of Plant Health Management (NIPHM) enlightened the students. NIPHM is the National Institute that
supports Central Government Policy Making and Capacity Building Programmes for Agriculture all over
India. She has received the “Ritu Nestam” award from the Honorable Vice president of India, Mr. Venkaiah
Naidu, for her services to farmers. She has been working in collaboration with International Institutes and
Scientists around the World to bring in technological innovations into farming.
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The session commenced with a presentation of agricultural practices in India. The students were inducted on
the various crop seasons and crops. She elicited the fact that Indian formers have less individual land to cultivate, compared to other countries. She has guided the students to eat healthy food. Eating healthy is a great
motivation and support to the farmers as healthy food is naturally grown.
The students were inducted on ‘Entomology ’, the signifi ant insects who eats the harmful ones. The students
were briefed about organic farming and its signifi ance, awareness of Polyculture and Horticulture. It was a
truly enrichment session and Dr. Sreelatha Edpuganti patiently addressed the unending questions raised by
our curious students.

Spark Speak Session on Management and Career Planning - CAIE
We are happy when we love what we are doing in life. So, choosing a right career, plays an important role
in determining the level of our achievements and it majorly depends on one’s skills sets, knowledge and
attitude. The Resource Person, Ms. Archana Mangar an Associate professor at National Institute of Hotel
Management and Tourism had guided the students on the key elements of selecting the right career based
on their interests, strengths and weaknesses. The session was planned in a very interactive manner by
making the students writing down their interests and passions, identifying their strengths and weaknesses,
identifying their core values following which they were guided to do Research, Resource collection, Goal
setting based on the objectives and fi ally developing soft kills and leadership qualities. The session included mythological stories while making them realize the steps for developing the expected competency and
to practice resilience. Students have been guided to make simple objectives and achievable goals keeping in
mind ‘Go Slow and Go Steady’.
Students at the threshold of diversifi d future options of careers were greatly benefitted by this session.
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PRIDE OF OPEN MINDS
She & ME

Me GROWN INto a blossoming tree

It all began on a glamorous morning when the sun was beaming on the pure red grainy mud. I was meticulously carried in the small hands of a petite damsel.
She steadily bent down in a poise manner and propped me down onto the mud. Then to block me from the
chilly climate she covered me with some loam.
I was contented and joyful to be placed inside the pulpy mud. But my heart
was set on seeing the damsel and caring for her. Day to day I spent a short
time stressing my intricate roots and nourishing my anatomy with some
micro-organisms present in the mud and water which somehow gushed onto
me. I fi ally peered up from the deep dark desolate mud. The flash of the
sun on my neck made me elated and the nudge of the wind on my body was
remarkable. Then zooming towards me was the most alluring lass. She leaped
with joy at the sight of seeing me and greeted me with masses of water. I was
satisfi d as I gazed upon her. Every single day she visited me with a great deal
of warmth. We spent hours chitchatting, dancing to the melodies sung by the
birds, and fi est of all she would offer me baths with warm water filled with
liters of love. Occasionally exquisite birds and insects would lie upon my disrobed skin and generate generations of marvelous creatures. Days and days passed by and I grew indestructible and powerful and tall
enough to view my best friend eye to eye. Summer was my favourite season because humans would come
and sit around me and climb me because I was the strongest of all trees due to the affection showed to me
by my friend. Human beings are one of the warmest hearted creatures I know and I am truly blissful to have
my best friend as a human who cares for me constantly. Over the years I became a popular tree I turned out
to be a massive and glaring orange Delonix Regia which towered upon my best friend. I was famous for the
label Flame of the Forest. I being an observant and good listener loved listening to my best friend express
her feelings to me. One fi e evening as usual I awaited my best friend’s advent. I was looking forward to
rather a merry making evening with her. Unlike her usual arrival today she came in a rather downcast
approach. She came and embraced me. They gradually settled down onto the carpet of wild fl wers beneath
me. A droplet of tear trickled down her left heek and I was rather sad to see her so depressed. Then she
communicated to me on how her dad had gotten a new job in a different place and was shifting in a week. I
was devastated to hear the news. Then she promised me that she would visit me every once in a year. Even
though I knew that she was the only reason I was alive and healthy. I decided to let her go as shifting to
a different place would be a better start for her and her family and also so that other beings could benefit
from all of her wonderful attributes. On the day she was leaving I was sick and tired I didn’t have the energy
to wish her good bye but she hugged me like always and silently whispered in my ear that she loved me.
By Shubha 9 A
Avish Juluri of CAIE Grade 8 has been painting since
the age of three. He had his fi st solo Art Exhibition at
the Muse Art Gallery, Hotel Marriot, Hyderabad in the
year 2014. He has also been a part of a unique performance art show at the Goethe Zentrum, and also at the
British Residency, Hyderabad. His works have also been
exhibited in Chicago, London, and Bhutan.
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International Literacy Day

Janani Narayana, 8B

Covid-19: Before this huge crisis hit the world, we all used to go to school
and learn. The very thought of it seems farfetched doesn’t it? Th s sudden
shift rom live teaching to online learning has made us learn to adjust to new
things. It is of course, very difficult.
Since everything is being done digitally these days, we lose our habit of writing. Having the
Ability to read and write, we must learn to enhance it, not wastes it by using
technology for everything. Yes, we do have new technology which makes our
job much easier, but practicing our writing skills everyday will be very helpful.
It is not easy to understand concepts by looking continuously at the screen as
it blocks our mind and stops us from thinking innovatively. Constant screen
time also causes fatigue which reduces our span of attention during classes.
Online classes are not a strenuous job only for students, but also teachers. Teaching online is completely different from live teaching. In school, teachers could help us learn better through experiments and activities,
but this is not possible when learning online. It is not easy to communicate with students or get to know
whether students have understood the concepts.
Though there are many disadvantages of online learning, I consider ourselves to be very lucky, because we
are able to acquire knowledge even through these tough times. There are many kids in this country, which
cannot afford or access any of these platforms because of which they miss out on a whole year of learning.
Education and literacy are a very important part of one’s life and getting the opportunity to obtain these
during this pandemic is a great thing.
Let us all be grateful to the almighty for giving us this opportunity, cross all the hurdles coming in between
our learning and come out of this crisis as winners!
Thank you!
Dearest Bapu,
Many many happy returns of the day!!
You might not be there with us, but your presence is felt all around. You
remain a shining beacon of hope to all. You were a dreamer, one of the
greatest I have known to live. And you didn’t just dream you gave golden
wings to them.
But the current situation might not make you happy. A virus has taken
over our lives, killing millions of our people all around the world. Many
people still fi ht over issues such as caste, creed and religion. The partitioned India- Pakistan has disputes over lands leading to major war outbreaks. Poor children do not receive education in many parts of India. And
when the topic of cleanliness comes, the less said is the better.
Your dream hasn’t been fulfilled nor has it been realised. India remains a
land with differences; the unity you so deeply believed in is lost. Satyagraha and Ahimsa are now mere words in our textbooks.
So with all this havoc around, it feels like there is no end. But a dream is a dream and to realise it we need
the potential to fi ht against all odds. And this is something deeply rooted in the younger generation of
today. We are bold and independent thinkers, ready to bring a change and to stand up for what is right and
what matters.
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The young generation is the pride of India. We modernise but also remember to stick to our old values which
are the identity of every Indian.
Under all negativity, lies a warm glimmer of hope and positivity. We have great leaders and personalities with
us, who work tirelessly to unite India against all odds and to bring about a change. Sudha Murthy, Modi Ji,
Narayan Murthy, Ratan Tata are to name a few. They are a simple and sweet reminder that a change is possible and a better future is yet to come.
I want to thank you a lot Gandhi Ji for all that you have done for us. You are the loyal son of mother India.
You will remain deep in our hearts for the years to come by. I promise to contribute to a better India that
shines brighter than any star in the sky.
Thank you so much for inspiring the young minds and Indians in general. You will always be a part of the
glory that India will undertake as time passes by.
Yours sincerely,
Parinitha
JAI HIND
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INTERNATIONAL DAY OF GIRL CHILD
International Day of the Girl celebrates the importance, power, and potential of girls around the world.
It is also a day to highlight girls’ needs and the particular problems they
can face and drive efforts that meet these needs and fulfil their rights – not
benevolently for them, but in partnership with them.
The 2020 theme of International Day of the Girl is “My voice, our equal
future.” Th s is a striking call to recognize girls’ inheritance of the still unfi ished Beijing Agenda.
WHO strongly believes that by working with young people as equals at the
local, regional and global levels, innovative solutions – to manage the current pandemic and other challenges now and in the future – can be found
and put into action.
“We want…new policies that allow girls to speak up every day, not just on special days that mark an international movement,”
“While there are girls and young women reaching out for the stars and opening doors and opportunities,
there are still a lot of doors that need keys to be opened.”
Girls are as equal as boys hence girls should also be given freedom and they should also be respected in our
society.
-

VVK SREE LASYA
Grade 11A
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An education isn’t how much
you have committed to memory,
or even how much you know.
It’s being able to differentiate
between what you know and
what you don’t.
“Anatole France”
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